Premises to Rent
Event Organisation

The German-Czech Chamber of Commerce (DTIHK) lets venue locations at its residence at the Wenceslas Square in the centre of Prague. You have the choice between an exclusive two-storey glass dome and a representative conference room.

The DTIHK- Dome

This unique venue is located under an impressive glass-dome offering you and your guests ca. 200 m² (2152.78 ft²) of space. Situated on the 7th and 8th floor, over the offices of the DTIHK, a panoramic view of the most beautiful parts of Prague is guaranteed. Located in a landmark building at one of the most prestigious addresses in the Czech Republic, your event is sure to obtain further flair.

The upper floor of the dome is fully glazed and is connected to the lower one by a spiral staircase in its middle. It is suited as a venue for the following events:

- Gala dinners
- Festive receptions and buffets
- Press conferences
- Company trainings and presentations
- Seminars
- Presentations of new products
- Business lunch and dinner
- Weddings
- Promotion banquets
- Private celebrations
- And more

Capacity of the Premises

- Gala dinner: 80 persons
- Buffet: 125 persons
- Press conference: 70 persons
- Seminar: 35 persons
The glass dome can be accessed externally by using an elevator, which directly connects the ground floor with the 7th. All gastronomic facilities e.g. dish washer, microwave and two fridges are located on this floor. In addition, an installed dumb waiter easily transports drinks and food between the floors. The lower floor of the dome is dominated by an installed counter with catering appliances (refrigerated counter, icemaker, glass washer).

**The Conference Room**

The representative conference room overlooks the Wenceslas Square and is situated in a calm environment on the 6th floor. Sunlight and a nice plant decoration create a pleasant atmosphere for discussions, presentations or press conferences. The room has a surface area of 40 m² and a total capacity of 20 persons. A plasma television and a DVD player are installed. Furthermore we can offer devices such as a LCD projector, screen, laptop and flip chart.

**Event Service**

Upon request we can provide an individual offer for you and are happy to coordinate the complete event service according to your wishes. This includes organising technical equipment, catering, musical entertainment, an interpreter, a photographer as well as all accompanying services. You are always welcome to come for viewing!

Please don't hesitate to contact us, if you have any questions!

**Contact person:**

Zuzana Skopalová
Tel.: +420 221 490 346
Mobil: +420 734 131 704
E-mail.: skopalova@dtihk.cz